
When surgeon John Marshall1 arrived at 68 Chancery Lane, the home 

and office of law stationer Robert Gregson Turner, on the night of 

21 March 1815, it was immediately obvious that he was dealing with a 

potentially fatal emergency.

At two o’clock that afternoon, Turner’s two apprentices, Roger Gadsden 

and Tom King, aged seventeen and eighteen, and the servants, Eliza Fenning 

and Sarah Peer, had dined off a meat pie without suffering any ill effects. 

The family, consisting of Turner, his wife Charlotte, who was nearly seven 

months pregnant, and his father and business partner Orlibar Turner, visiting 

from his home in Lambeth, ate an hour later. Their hearty dinner consisted 

of beefsteaks served with potatoes, white sauce made with milk, and yeast 

dumplings. During the previous two weeks, Eliza had several times suggested 

to her mistress that she make yeast dumplings at which she said she was ‘a 

capital hand’.2 Charlotte said she preferred them made from bought dough, 

but Eliza, determined to make them herself, went ahead and ordered the 

yeast without her mistress’s permission. The baker delivered the yeast on 

20 March and Eliza used some to make a batch of light fluffy dumplings 

that were eaten by the servants and apprentices. The next day she made a 

second batch for the family dinner, but these did not turn out so well, the 

mixture failing to rise properly. Nevertheless, they were cooked and served.

Before the meal was over, Charlotte was afflicted by a severe burning 

pain and retired to her room, where she was violently sick. Soon afterwards, 

Robert and Orlibar were similarly affected. An apothecary, Henry Ogilvy 

of nearby Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, was sent for; he arrived 

at five o’clock, by which time Eliza, too, was unwell. Roger Gadsden was 

ordered to walk to Lambeth and fetch Orlibar’s wife Margaret to help care 
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for the family. By the time he arrived at Lambeth, he too had been taken ill, 

suffering so acutely that he thought he would die.

Margaret, accompanied by Gadsden, who vomited repeatedly all the 

way back home, arrived by coach at eight o’clock and took charge of the 

situation. It was probably she who sent Tom King to fetch the physician 

John Marshall, who had known the family for over nine years,3 from his 

home in Half Moon Street just off Piccadilly. No one was in any doubt that 

all of those who were unwell had been poisoned, and King told Marshall 

that some of them were so ill that they might be dead before he got there.

A medical man called to a case of suspected poisoning in 1815 was 

obliged to perform three roles – physician, analyst and detective. Marshall 

had to decide very quickly whether the family had been poisoned or was 

suffering from disease, which would determine what treatment he would 

give.4 Cholera can exhibit the same symptoms as poisoning: pain in the 

stomach and bowels, with vomiting and purging. It was usually treated by 

giving the patient fluids, with laudanum to stop the diarrhoea. In both 

cholera and irritant poisoning there is a burning acrid sensation in the 

throat, but in cases of poison this sensation is felt before the vomiting 

begins, whereas in cholera it appears afterwards as a reaction to the stomach 

acids in the vomit. Marshall would have been aware that cholera in Britain, 

when fatal, was rarely so in less than three days, whereas a victim of 

poisoning might die in hours.5 In the Turners’ case, several people who had 

eaten the same meal had been taken ill within minutes of each other and 

the pain in the throat had preceded vomiting. Marshall, with little time to 

spare, decided that the family had been poisoned, and the most probable 

culprit was arsenic, commonly used in homes as a vermin killer. His 

preferred treatment was to wash the stomach with copious fluid and give 

purgatives to eliminate the poison via the bowels as quickly as possible. 

Emetics, to induce vomiting, although used by other doctors, he regarded 

as unnecessary and tending to increase the painful irritation.

The first patient Marshall encountered was the cook, Eliza Fenning. 

She was lying on the stairs, flushed, retching and complaining of a burning 

pain in her stomach. He was told that she had already vomited a great deal. 

Margaret at once advised Marshall that the other members of the family 

were in a far worse state than Eliza and needed more urgent attention. 

Marshall ordered Eliza to drink water and milk, and she was taken up 

to bed.

Robert Turner was already in bed, prostrated by excruciating pain and 

appearing to Marshall to be on the point of death. The muscles of Turner’s 
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abdomen and viscera were contracting spasmodically, and so powerful were 

these movements that basins of his yellowish- green vomit included faecal 

matter driven up from the intestines. Turner was also suffering from violent 

diarrhoea, and his motions were a homogenous bright green like paint.6 

He complained of burning heat like a furnace or red- hot irons, which 

started at his tongue and went all the way down to his stomach, as well as 

insatiable thirst and a headache. His eyes were sensitive to light, and his 

extremities were cold. When he tried to walk to the commode he fell down 

in a fit and had to be helped back to bed.

The other patients showed similar symptoms, and it was feared that 

Charlotte would miscarry. Both she and her husband had lost the entire 

skin of their tongues, probably due to the corrosive effect of arsenic in the 

vomit. Over the next few days the cuticle of Charlotte’s skin would peel 

from her body in flakes that resembled bran. Orlibar, while clearly very ill, 

was the least affected of the family. Marshall sent for Henry Ogilvy to find 

out what treatment had already been given and consult him on further 

action. Ogilvy confirmed that he had given no emetics, but had washed his 

patients’ stomachs with sugar water or milk and water and given them 

doses of castor oil. Both men were convinced that they were dealing with a 

case of arsenical poisoning. Concerned that some of the poison had already 

left the stomach and was damaging the intestines, they decided to continue 

doses of purgatives until the faeces looked a more normal colour, while 

giving alkaline draughts to neutralise the effects of the arsenic. The patients 

were allowed to drink water, milk and mutton broth. Marshall and Ogilvy 

went to see Eliza in her garret, and, to their surprise, she refused to take any 

medicine, saying that her life meant nothing to her and she would sooner 

die. Only after very great persuasion did she consent to take something. 

They gave instructions to Margaret Turner about when the medicines 

were to be repeated and she agreed to stay up all night and ensure that this 

was done.

The next question to address was how the family had been poisoned, 

and the vital clue was the condition of apprentice Roger Gadsden, the only 

person taken ill who had not eaten with the Turners. At about twenty past 

three, at which time both Gadsden and Eliza were both well and the house 

had not yet been alerted to the condition of the Turners, Gadsden entered 

the kitchen and saw leftover dumplings that had been brought down from 

the dinner table. There was also some sauce at the bottom of the sauceboat. 

He was about to eat some dumpling, when Eliza exclaimed, ‘Gadsden, do 

not eat that – it is cold and heavy, it will do you no good.’ 7 He ate a piece 
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the size of a walnut, but when she repeated the warning, he desisted, and 

sopped up the last of the sauce with a piece of bread. About an hour later 

he felt sick and vomited, but recovered and was well enough to start out on 

the journey to Lambeth to fetch Margaret Turner. It was only then that he 

became so ill that he realised he had been poisoned.

Margaret had tackled Eliza about the ‘devilish dumplings’,8 to which 

Eliza replied, ‘not the dumplings, but the milk, ma’am’.9 The dumplings, 

which Eliza said she alone had mixed, had been made with flour taken 

from a storage bin (the same flour used to make the crust of the pie eaten 

earlier that day without ill effect), the remainder of the original batch of 

yeast, and milk left over from breakfast. Sarah Peer had gone out to fetch 

more milk after two o’clock, at which time the dumplings had already been 

mixed, and this new milk was used by Charlotte to make the sauce. Contrary 

to Gadsden’s account of dipping a bit of bread in the dregs of the sauce, 

Eliza, still insisting that the problem was in the sauce and not the dump-

lings, claimed he had ‘licked up’10 three quarters of a boatful. Marshall’s 

enquiries however revealed that Robert Turner, who was the most severely 

afflicted of all his patients, had eaten the largest quantity of dumpling but 

had had none of the sauce. The only dish eaten by all the sufferers was the 

dumplings. Eliza claimed to have eaten a whole one herself, although she 

was not seen doing so, and she made no mention of having had any sauce. 

The only two members of the household who had not been taken ill were 

Sarah Peer, who had gone out soon after serving dinner, and Tom King.

Suspicion was growing against Eliza, not only because she had made 

the dumplings and had offered no assistance to or shown concern for the 

Turners, but also because she was the only person in the household known 

to have a motive to harm the family. Eliza had been employed by the 

Turners from the end of January 1815.11 About three weeks after Eliza’s 

arrival, Charlotte saw her going into the apprentices’ room in a state of 

partial undress, and spoke to her severely, giving her notice to quit. Eliza, 

claiming that she had only gone there to get a candle, was suitably contrite. 

Charlotte ‘afterwards took compassion on her’12 and allowed her to stay; 

nevertheless, the rebuke rankled. From then on, Eliza was sullen and less 

respectful towards Charlotte. Eliza told Sarah Peer that she no longer liked 

Mr and Mrs Turner, and was heard to say that ‘ “she would have her spite 

out with her mistress” ’.13

That night, John Marshall investigated the remains of the dumplings. 

He found them dense, tough and heavy, something he ascribed to a culinary 

failure and not poison.14 He cut them into thin slices, and saw on the 
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exposed interior ‘white particles pretty thickly and uniformly distributed 

throughout the surface, which I conjectured to be white arsenic’.15 This 

suggested to him that the powder had not merely been sprinkled on top of 

the dough but was very thoroughly and evenly mixed in.16

White arsenic in its powdered form is poorly soluble in cold water, 

rather better in hot, and was often to be seen in its undissolved state in the 

stomachs of murder victims, or lurking unnoticed as a gritty residue at the 

bottom of poisonous liquids. When no unconsumed poison was available 

for examination, a living victim of criminal poisoning whose vomit and 

faeces had not been preserved posed a conundrum even less soluble, and it 

was hard to obtain a conviction without a confession.

Chemical testing to show whether an unknown substance was arsenic 

was then in its infancy, and toxicology was only just emerging from darkness 

and superstition to become a science. Until the middle of the eighteenth 

century, medical men gave their opinions on whether or not someone had 

been poisoned based on symptoms, external appearance and, if the victim 

died, the condition of the organs. Grains of white arsenic found in the body 

or leftover food and drink were chiefly identified by appearance, but advances 

in chemistry were already suggesting that greater certainty might be found 

in a laboratory. Around 1710, Dutch chemist Herman Boerhaave experi-

mented by subjecting poisons to the heat of glowing coals, and noticed that 

arsenic fumes smelled like garlic.17 Over a century later, this was still a useful 

rule of thumb.

Marshall had no special apparatus for testing the dumplings, so he 

placed a slice on a polished halfpenny and held it over the flame of a candle 

on the blade of a knife. It gradually burned to a cinder, and gave out an 

unmistakable odour of garlic. When the coin cooled, the upper surface 

showed a silvery-white residue, which he believed to be a coating of volatil-

ised white arsenic. This result, which became known as the reduction test, 

had first been noticed by a German professor of medicine, Johann Daniel 

Metzger, in 1787, who found that when heating compounds containing 

arsenic with charcoal, a deposit of white arsenic formed on a copper plate 

held over the resulting vapour. He further showed that when white arsenic 

was heated in a test tube with charcoal, shiny dark deposits of metallic 

arsenic, called ‘mirrors’, appeared on the upper cooler part of the tube.18

Although on his own admission the test carried out by Marshall was 

crude, it was an important step. Doctors and juries looking for evidence of 

poisoning wanted and expected to actually see the arsenic, either in 

powdered form or reduced to a metal. Failure to provide such evidence was 
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a serious weakness in a criminal prosecution. In April 1806, when fifteen- 

year- old apprentice William Henry Wyatt was tried at the Old Bailey19 for 

the attempted murder of his employer’s family by putting arsenic in their 

coffee, the only proof that the white residue found in the coffee was arsenic 

was visual examination, and the evidence of an apothecary who placed it on 

a hot iron and testified that it smelled of garlic. Like Eliza Fenning, Wyatt 

had had free access to the poison kept by his employer and knew what it 

was. He had also drunk a small amount of the coffee, and said he had been 

ill. There seemed to be no motive for him to poison the family and he was 

acquitted.

Marshall also examined the knives used at dinner and found them so 

deeply tarnished that he asked if any vinegar had been used at dinner and 

was told it had not.20

The following morning, Marshall and Ogilvy returned to the Turners’ 

house. Orlibar (who unfortunately never stated how much of the dump-

lings he had eaten) and Eliza were the most improved, even though Eliza 

had refused to take any further medication.

Orlibar was sufficiently recovered to make his own investigations. He 

questioned Eliza, who remained adamant that it was the milk brought by 

Sarah that was at fault, and he also looked for the only source of arsenic 

that had been in the house. A paper packet of white arsenic clearly marked 

‘Arsenic, deadly poison’,21 bought for the purpose of killing mice, had been 

kept in an unlocked drawer in the office, and he had last seen it on 7 March, 

about the same time that Eliza had started asking Mrs Turner if she might 

make some dumplings. The arsenic was now missing. Anyone might have 

had access to the drawer, and Eliza was known to go to it to get paper for 

kindling.

Eliza had not had the opportunity of cleaning the vessel in which the 

dumplings had been mixed,22 and nothing suspicious was immediately 

visible; however, Orlibar added some water to the residue and stirred it up. 

Leaving the liquid to settle for half a minute, he held up the dish slantwise 

and saw a white powder settling at the bottom. He kept the dish in his own 

custody, allowing no one else access, and later handed it to Marshall and 

Ogilvy. Marshall diluted the scrapings with a kettle of warm water, stirred 

them, let them settle, and decanted most of the water. A white powder was 

distinctly visible. He washed the mixture again to remove the remaining 

flour, and collected and dried the powder that had fallen to the bottom of 

the pan, obtaining half a teaspoonful,23 about thirty grains. If it was arsenic 

it was ten times the lethal adult dose. A few grains were placed between 
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two polished copper plates, which were bound with wire and heated 

between the bars of a grate.24 The garlic smell was distinctly noticeable and, 

when cold, ‘each plate beautifully displayed the white fumes of the arsenic, 

with a resplendent silvery whiteness’.25

Marshall determined to eliminate all doubt by submitting the powder 

to further tests, which he believed to be the most sensitive and accurate 

ever devised, and for this he needed to consult an expert. Chemist Joseph 

Hume had been perfecting a new principle based on the pioneering work 

of Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman.26 Hume first made a weak solution 

of the powder by boiling it in distilled water. Half an ounce of this fluid was 

put in a phial, and a glass rod dipped in a solution of silver nitrate and 

ammonia was applied to the surface. The result was an undulating yellow 

cloud staining the liquid, and a brown precipitate. Another portion of the 

liquid was similarly treated with a solution of copper sulphate and ammonia, 

producing a bright green precipitate.27 Marshall and Hume were convinced. 

The powder was white arsenic. They also tested the flour in the bin and the 

yeast and found them both to be uncontaminated. Although they might 

have tested the vomit and faeces of their patients, the results from the 

dumplings were so conclusive that this was considered unnecessary.

Marshall was later to comment that there was enough arsenic in the 

dumplings to have killed a dozen families, and attributed the recovery of the 

victims to two factors: the rapidity with which the arsenic had acted as an 

emetic and purgative, carrying away a large part of the poison still with its 

coat of tough heavy dough protecting the stomach lining, and the plentiful 

fluids given early, as recommended by Mr Ogilvy, which had cleared the 

residue. All the victims eventually made a full recovery and Charlotte went 

on to give birth to a healthy daughter, Sophia.

On 23 March, Orlibar Turner again questioned Eliza, who was still in 

bed. Dissatisfied with her explanations, he told her he was going to have 

the matter investigated, and, together with John Marshall, went to the 

Public Office,28 Hatton Garden, to make a statement to the magistrates. 

While they were gone, Eliza got up, dressed herself and tried to escape, but 

was prevented by Tom King, who fastened the outer and inner doors. An 

officer, William Thistleton, arrived to take her into custody. No poison was 

found on her, or amongst her possessions, but when her box was searched 

he found ‘an infamous book, with a register on one of the pages, that 

explained various methods of procuring abortion’,29 then regarded as 

demonstrating ‘the depravity of her morals’.30 When questioned, Eliza now 

had two suggestions: the poison might have been in the yeast as it had had 
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a sediment, or Sarah Peer, who was very ‘sly and artful’,31 might have put it 

in the milk. Eliza denied ever going to the drawer where the arsenic had 

been kept, although the apprentices had seen her go to it often for scraps of 

paper to light the fire, and she claimed that she had never behaved 

improperly towards Gadsden but that it had been the other way about. On 

30 March, her examination delayed until the witnesses were well enough to 

give evidence, Eliza was committed by the Hatton Garden magistrates to 

be tried for her life at the Central Criminal Court. The charge was that she 

‘feloniously and unlawfully did administer, and caused to be administered, 

to Haldebart [sic] Turner, Robert Gregson Turner, and Charlotte Turner, 

his wife, certain deadly poison, to wit, arsenic, with intent the said persons 

to kill and murder’.32 Because of the violence of the victims’ symptoms and 

the fact that there had been fears for Robert’s life, murderous intent was 

assumed. Her only option was to plead innocence.

The offence was doubly despicable. A servant who killed his or her 

master or mistress or master’s wife was held to be guilty of an aggravated 

form of murder known as petty treason, the act involving an element of 

betrayal and disloyalty in addition to violence.33 Poisoners, as will be seen 

throughout this book, were often declared to be the worst kind of criminals. 

The secrecy of a poison attack, the idea that it had been planned in cold 

blood rather than happening in the heat of the moment, evoked a very 

particular horror. Poison threatened the established order of society. It 

placed a lethal weapon in the hands of those whom law and custom deemed 

should not be permitted to wield power. It enabled children to murder their 

parents, servants to murder their masters, and wives to murder their 

husbands. Magistrates, medical men and politicians, who were confident 

that they would never be stabbed to death in a drunken brawl, knew that 

they could still be poisoned by a daughter or a wife or a cook, and they felt 

threatened and vulnerable. This attitude was undoubtedly a powerful factor 

in Eliza Fenning’s ultimate conviction, but the elevation of her cause to a 

matter of national concern enabled her to transcend such universal condem-

nation and win devoted champions, even amongst those who should most 

have feared her.

In most cases of suspected poisoning, there is no witness to the crime, 

so a trial must first demonstrate that poison has been administered, trace 

the possession of poison to the accused, establish that there was opportunity 

to poison the victim, and suggest a plausible motive. Eliza’s trial was 

undoubtedly poorly conducted, hurried through before a brusque and 

unbending judge, with not all the relevant evidence or witnesses being 
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produced. Tom King, whose location and actions at the time of the family’s 

illness are largely unknown, and Mr Ogilvy,34 the first medical man on the 

scene, were never called to give evidence, and Silvester refused to admit an 

affidavit brought by Eliza’s father. Dr Marshall, while stating his certainty 

that arsenic was in the dumplings, based his opinion on the symptoms, and 

was not asked to give details of the tests that had been carried out. As one 

of Eliza’s most passionate defenders said: ‘There was not a particle of 

proof on [sic] the trial that any poisonous ingredient whatever was in the 

dumplings.’35

The jurymen, undoubtedly believing that society should be protected 

from cooks who put arsenic in the dinner, were convinced of Eliza’s guilt by 

a strong chain of circumstantial evidence, and reached their verdict in a 

matter of minutes; but the public, moved by the prisoner’s youth and piety 

and affecting declarations of innocence, distrusted the law and examined 

the chain for significant gaps, in the hope of winning a reprieve that could 

only be granted by a higher authority. The mandatory death penalty for 

attempted murder was part of the ‘Bloody Code’, as it came to be known, a 

system of harsh punishments intended to protect the lives and property of 

the landed classes. Attempted murder would remain punishable by death 

until 1861. It was not until 1823 that judges were given the authority to 

commute sentences, so even if Sir John Silvester had wanted to show mercy 

he was not empowered to do so.

Despite their sufferings, both Orlibar and Robert Turner were willing 

to sign a petition for Eliza’s reprieve, but, after an interview with Silvester, 

not only did they find him steadfast in his opinion of her guilt, but he also 

advised them that if they signed the petition, then suspicion would fall on 

their family.36 They did not sign.

As testimonials to Eliza’s good character were collected, counter-

balanced by allegations that she had tried to poison another family before 

the Turners,37 public opinion was divided between firm belief in her spotless 

innocence and the call for her to be hanged as an example to all potentially 

murderous maidservants.

Eliza, languishing in Newgate and hoping for a reprieve, changed her 

story again. She asked to see the Turners on Monday 24 July, two days before 

the date set for her execution, and the family paid her a visit, in the hope of 

receiving important information. To their astonishment, Eliza turned on 

Charlotte. Alleging that there had been impropriety between her former 

mistress and Tom King, she said that Charlotte could account for how the 

arsenic had got into the dumplings better than she could.38 On the following 
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day, Eliza sent for Tom King ‘to tell him that he had done it’.39 In Eliza 

Fenning’s Own Narrative (actual authorship unknown), published after her 

death, it was claimed that Tom had sneaked into the kitchen after the dump-

lings had been mixed, while Eliza was in an adjoining room washing knives.

On the day before the execution, information was received from a Mr 

Gibson of a firm of chemists and druggists, who stated that, in the previous 

September or October, Robert Turner had come to the premises in a ‘wild 

and deranged state’,40 saying that he would destroy himself and his wife 

unless he was placed under restraint. Gibson told Silvester and Beckett that 

he had advised Orlibar not to proceed with the prosecution. Why he had 

left it until that late hour to make his statement was never explained.

None of these last- ditch accusations could save Eliza.

The furore that followed Eliza Fenning’s execution focused much- 

needed attention on the inadequacies of the trial process in general, and her 

rushed and incomplete trial in particular, but did this necessarily mean, as 

was vociferously claimed then and is still claimed today, that she was 

innocent? A fact often put forward in her favour is that she ate some 

dumpling herself, claiming to have consumed almost a whole one, and was 

genuinely ill. Many of her defenders stated, without offering the source of 

their information, that she was in a worse condition than the Turners, but 

that claim is negated by the medical men on the scene, who reported that 

Eliza was less affected than the others and recovered quickly with almost 

no treatment. She can hardly have eaten as much as she claimed. Did she 

try a piece of dumpling to prove that it was innocuous? If guilty, did she do 

it to divert attention from herself, or even, since she refused medicines, to 

take her own life? It might seem unlikely, but it is not unknown: murderess 

Mary Wittenback went on to do just that.

Forty- one- year- old Mary had been on bad terms with her husband 

Frederick for some years. On 21 July 1827, he came home from work in 

good health, and ate two thirds of a suet pudding made by his wife. Soon 

afterwards, Frederick was taken very ill with burning pains in his stomach, 

and went into the yard to vomit. Mary showed the leftover pudding to Mrs 

Davis, in whose house the Wittenbacks lodged, asking if she thought there 

was anything in it. Some minutes later, Mary was also taken ill, having 

eaten the rest of the suspected pudding. The landlady’s cat, finding 

Frederick’s vomit in the yard, ate it, retched, crawled away and was later 

found dead. Mrs Davis called a surgeon, who examined Frederick and 

administered draughts of warm water and an emetic ( John Marshall would 

have disapproved), which ‘operated considerably’.41 He gave no treatment 
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to Mary and it is not known if he examined her. A second surgeon called 

round and applied the recently invented stomach pump to both patients. 

Early the following morning, Frederick died, but Mary, declaring that she 

would rather die than recover, was removed to an infirmary and survived. 

When Frederick’s body was opened, the inflammation of the stomach 

lining suggested the action of a mineral poison, but the use of the stomach 

pump meant that no trace of poison could be found. Mrs Davis’s husband 

had helpfully buried in a dust- heap any vomited matter not eaten by the 

cat, and presumably any faecal material had also been disposed of, since 

neither as available for testing. The presence of poison could, therefore, only 

be inferred from the symptoms of the deceased. Mary Wittenback might 

well have escaped justice but for one impediment – she confessed. Convinced 

that her husband was being unfaithful, she had bought threepence worth of 

white arsenic and mixed it into the flour from which she had made the suet 

pudding. After Frederick was taken ill, ‘she ate the remainder of the pudding 

with the hope that it would prove fatal to herself, so horror-stricken was she 

at the excruciating pains the poison had brought upon her hapless 

husband’.42 Mary was hanged for murder on 17 September 1827.

Eliza’s motive to kill the Turners might, at first glance, appear inadequate. 

Frederick Hackwood, the headmaster and historian whose biography of 

her most ardent champion, radical publisher William Hone, was published 

in 1912, wrote: ‘A crime of such enormity produced by so very slight a cause 

has probably never occurred in the history of human depravity.’ 43 This only 

goes to show that Hackwood did not make a great study of murder trials. 

As barrister John Paget pointed out in 1876, ‘all persons who have any 

practical experience of criminal courts know how slight and insignificant 

are the motives which sometimes impel to the commission of the most 

appalling crimes’.44

Paget’s point is well illustrated by the case of twenty- year- old Isabella 

Hopes, which has some echoes with that of Eliza Fenning. On 5 November 

1834, market gardener Elizabeth Cambridge noticed that there was money 

missing from her cash box, and, suspecting her servant Isabella, searched 

the girl’s clothes and found a substantial sum in gold and silver. She tackled 

Isabella, who confessed that she had taken the money and repaid it. 

Remarkably, Elizabeth did not dismiss the thief, and agreed that the matter 

be regarded as closed, provided Isabella promised never to repeat the 

offence. Next morning, Elizabeth went out, leaving Isabella in the house; 

when she returned at one o’clock, the servant had gone. That evening, 

Elizabeth made tea for both herself and her lodger, Isabella’s twelve- year- old 
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half- brother John Walker. Soon afterwards, both were taken ill. The surgeon, 

Mr Moon, sent his assistant, who recommended they drink warm water. A 

Mrs Budd, who worked on Elizabeth’s land, sat up with the patients and 

took care of them. When Moon called the following day, both were 

recovering and all the vomit had been thrown away. He took away a sample 

of the tea and, noticing that something was mixed with it, sent it to 

be tested. On 9 November, Isabella called to see Elizabeth, but was unable 

or unwilling to explain why she had left the house. Elizabeth questioned her 

about the tea, but Isabella denied putting anything in it.

Two months later, Isabella called again and told Elizabeth that Mrs 

Budd had confessed to her that she had put arsenic in the tea caddy. The 

only person with motive and opportunity was, however, Isabella, and she 

was arrested on 19 January 1835, by which time any medical evidence of 

poisoning was long gone and the original sample of tea had been thrown 

away.

At first, Isabella persisted in her accusations against Mrs Budd, but, the 

following day, she admitted that everything she had said about Mrs Budd 

had been false and that it was she herself who had poisoned the tea, 

explaining: ‘In consequence of my having robbed my mistress, after she had 

gone to market on the 6th of November last, my mind was so uneasy, I 

could not stop there, and after she had forgiven me for the robbery I could 

never look her in the face. . .’45 She added that she could not help herself, 

even though she knew her own brother would drink the tea: ‘[T]he reason 

I charged Mrs Budd was I thought it would save me.’46 The source of the 

arsenic was not a mystery, as it was kept in the house to kill rats, and Isabella 

had been cautioned not to meddle with the little parcels because they were 

poisonous. Isabella’s trial took place at the Old Bailey on 2 February. She 

was found guilty of attempted murder and sentenced to death, but was 

recommended to mercy by both the jury and Elizabeth Cambridge because 

of her previous good character and the fact that she had confessed. Isabella 

was reprieved and transported to New South Wales.

* * *

In the years that followed Eliza Fenning’s execution, there were several 

rumours of deathbed confessions to the poisoning of the Turners. Although 

the yeast and flour used to make the dumplings had been tested and found 

to be uncontaminated, an unnamed baker was reputed to have confessed as 

he lay dying in a workhouse, claiming, in an unwarranted excess of zeal, to 

have murdered Charlotte.47 Another confession was supposed to have 
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come from an unnamed nephew of ‘Mr Turner’ (presumably Orlibar, since 

Robert was only twenty- four at the time of the events), who was said to 

have resided with his uncle and aunt (it should be recalled that, in 1815, 

Orlibar and his wife lived in Lambeth). Even if such a nephew existed, it 

has never been suggested that any member of the Turner family other than 

the ones who dined that day was in the Chancery Lane house when the 

poisonings occurred. In 1829, uncorroborated reports were published that 

Robert Turner had died in an Ipswich workhouse after confessing to the 

crime.48

The facts of the Eliza Fenning case and the comings and goings and 

statements of Eliza, the Turners and their visitors have been examined 

minutely many times, but, in the end, the simplest explanation is that Eliza, 

quite possibly not intending to kill anyone, had decided to revenge herself 

on her employers for being shamed and rebuked by taking the power of 

poison into her hands and giving them all a stomach ache. Terrified by the 

mayhem she had wreaked, she did everything she could to divert attention 

from her guilt by eating a small piece of dumpling and blaming everyone 

around her. The law did not then envisage that a poisoner had any inten-

tion other than murder, and, even if it had, the severity of the symptoms 

would not have allowed for a lesser charge. Had Eliza confessed straight 

away, however, and been suitably contrite, she might well have received a 

recommendation of mercy from the jury and been reprieved.

But why was there a gap of two weeks between laying her hands on the 

arsenic and using it? It is not known when Orlibar Turner had last dined at 

his son’s house, but Charlotte Turner told John Marshall that Eliza had 

repeatedly asked her if her father- in- law was to dine there that day. Tuesday 

21 March may have been the first opportunity that all the family were 

eating together.
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